
CSA Week 23: November 13 & 14

IN THIS WEEK’S BOX:
● Newtown Pippin Apples

● Carrot

● Collards

● White Cauliflower

● Green & Red Lettuce

● Onion

● Parsley

● Sweet Peppers

● Potatoes

● New Girl TomatoesImage above: Youths helping out in dismantling the plastic from the strawberry beds.

ARE STRAWBERRIES FAIR?
We just spent a half day with 8 youths and 3 adults dismantling the plastic on our strawberry field. Yes, plastic, it is 
the key component of even the most organic farm you’re buying from.

Why plastic on the beds? 1) They keep the berries clean and dry from the soil’s moisture, which prevent spoilage. 
2) Control weeds. 3) Conserve water while retaining heat in the soil. 

Of course, there are other ways to address those factors in a more ecological way, but the reality for commercial, 
even organic farms in the US, is that the single-use plastic mulch that you see in the picture above is still the 
standard and most cost-effective way to grow these berries. We’re no exception either, this year we’ve had 13 beds 
of strawberries, each bed is roughly 130 feet, so total we have used 1,690 feet of plastic mulch (around a quarter of 
an acre space) to cover all beds in order to provide those delicious berries you’ve enjoyed this season. Now think 
about the hundreds of acres that commercial organic farms across California need to cover their strawberry beds. 
That’s a lot of plastic (and plastic mulch alone) that is going to the landfill every year. 

Knowing all these, what can we do? Note that we’re only focusing on one aspect here as a reflection of a much 
bigger problem. The fastest solution is to stop consuming strawberries. But this is not a realistic nor sustainable 
solution because we all love strawberries! 

What we can do at Pie Ranch next year with what we have is to produce these berries with more sustainable inputs, 
switch to synthetic fabrics that can last at least 10 years instead of the single-use plastic, and experiment with wood 
chips mulch and bare beds with no cover, so that we can analyse our production yield not only in terms of economic 
return, but also in social and environmental costs and impacts involved. 

What you can do is to educate yourself on the real environmental, social, cultural and financial costs of our food, in 
this case strawberries. Know that we as consumers - we have the ultimate buying power and we can demand and 
direct a better food system if we start educating ourselves on this matter and have more conversations that can lead 
to actions with others. Another slow but powerful solution is to grow your own strawberry if you have access to a 
garden, or even in a pot, given that you have a good climate for them and water them accordingly. What’s more 
empowering, educational and fun than doing it yourself? 

Know that each one of our decision matters,
Yany from the farm



POTATO VEGGIE BREAKFAST SKILLET

4 or 5 potatoes, cut into small cubes

1 onion, diced

3 or 4 small tomatoes, quartered

1 or 2 sweet red peppers, diced

1/2 bunch collard, chopped

1/2 bunch parsley, chopped 

olive oil

salt and pepper

4 eggs (optional)

Heat a cast iron skillet over high heat and add a tablespoon of olive oil. Add potatoes, 
onion and peppers. Cook on high heat for about 4 minutes, stirring occasionally. Lower 
heat to medium and cover with a lid to trap in moisture. This will help the potatoes 
soften and cook faster. Cook for about 5 minutes, stirring occasionally. Uncover. Add the 
collard greens and tomatoes. Cook on high heat for another 5 minutes or so or until 
potatoes are crispy on the outside and cooked all the way through. Stir potatoes to 
avoid burning. During the last minute of cooking, add the parsley. In a separate pan, fry 
however many eggs you would like to eat with the potato skillet. Season with salt and 
pepper to taste.

CAULIFLOWER CROUTONS

1 head cauliflower 
florets, cut into bite-size 
pieces

2 tablespoon olive oil

1/2 teaspoon salt

pinch of pepper

½ bunch of parsley, 
chopped

1 clove garlic, minced

Preheat oven to 425°F. Toss cauliflower with oil, salt, 
pepper, parsley and garlic.                                                                                        
Place on a baking sheet and roast until lightly 
browned, about 15 minutes.                                                                                       
Sprinkle over pasta, salads, or enjoy as is!

Image: apprentices, interns and staffs sharing a Pie cooked meal together. 


